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The Legend of Sam Tate - Tina Lovette Douglas 2018-03-15
Comic Book Series written and illustrated by Jackie Jonathan Robinson. Edited by Tina Lovette Douglas.
Easy Revenge - L. P. Dover 2020-04-09
Clara and Zac thought they were headed for their happily ever after, until a break-up slathered in betrayal
left them both jaded and vindictive. Twelve years have passed since they left Wyoming, and during that
time Clara found her calling at a prestigious PR firm in California while Zac moved to New Orleans to join
his Boudreaux cousins at Bayou Enterprises. They thought they could forget each other and move on ...
until a local charity auction in their hometown of Snowy Creek sets Zac up for the ultimate revenge. If he
wins, Clara will be at his mercy, forced to work for him for one full week. Tantalized by the sweet taste of
revenge, he eagerly ups the ante to claim his prize. But what starts out as a week of filthy manual labor and
bitter rivalry leads to a shocking revelation. Someone has been plotting for over a decade to keep Clara and
Zac apart. Can the pair band together to uncover who? Or will their rift from the past continue to ruin their
chance at a blissful future?
The Revenge Pact - Ilsa Madden-Mills 2020-11-28
"River Tate is a god on campus. The king of football. A tattooed bad boy with gunmetal eyes that see right
through you. The only chink in his armor is her, the girl he pretends doesn't exist, the forbidden one with
the shy smile and lavender hair. Anastasia Bailey is a nobody. The queen of nothing. An outsider with the
face of an angel and a body made for sin. The only chink in her armor is him, her boyfriend's frat brother,
the football player who hates her. But when Anastasia's life comes crashing down, River's the one who
sweeps in and picks up the pieces. Torn between loyalty, lies, and secrets, he battles the temptation to take
everything from her when they make their revenge pact. He can't tell her no. Because revenge (or love) is,
sweet, and once you get a taste, the craving never ends"--Back cover.
Drake Part 2 - Joy Deja King 2022-09-14
Drake was left for dead but he survived, unfortunately the same couldn t be said for his fiancé and newborn
son. With the help of Cindy he has rebuilt his life but the taste of revenge is still what he craves. But will
Drake s quest for retribution be his ultimate downfall? Cindy continues to chase the money and power that
comes with running the lucrative drug trade in Philadelphia. She believes she has the game all figured out
but with a ruthless boss who is unwilling to relinquish his control and a friend who might actually be the
enemy, Cindy s rise to the top might be cut short. Will Cindy be able to maneuver through the madness and
dominate the streets or will she have to accept defeat? Find out in the conclusion of Drake.
Beautiful Revenge - Sienna Blake 2017-08-22
My name is...was Dimitri Volkov. Until she broke me. The love of my life destroyed me. She filled me so full
of bitter hatred, it is all that I taste. It's all I breathe. Five years I've worked for this moment. Five years I've
dreamed of revenge. I will possess her. I will consume her. I will steal away everything she holds dear. Then
when she needs me the most, when she is desperate, scared and alone like I was all those years ago... I will
destroy her. Inspired by Emily Bronte's Wuthering Heights, this is a full-length standalone contemporary
romance for adults.
A TASTE OF REVENGE - Andrew Westmont 2012-07-10
This psychological thriller deals with the emotions of the protagonist to the project that he has spent years
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developing in his laboratory and protecting its outcome due to his own personal conflicts.
The Vampire's Revenge - Raven Hart 2009-01-27
“Fans of the early Anita Blake books will love this series.” –Deborah Smith, New York Times bestselling
author of A Gentle Rain Jack McShane: lover, killer, seducer, family man, and vampire. In the shadows of
Savannah, with its hip nightspots and moss-draped oak trees, Jack is trying to save humankind from a
threat it doesn’t know it faces: an explosion of the otherworldly, the weird, the wanton, and the wicked.
Tourists are heading to Savannah for St. Patrick’s Day–and Jack is racing through tunnels below the city to
the edge of Hell itself to hold off a plot posed by the double-dead and demented. But Jack must also hold off
his own desire for Connie Jones, the beautiful cop he turned into a vampire slayer. Connie, her blood
running hotter than she can handle, can’t imagine the games that Jack is playing with her body and her
mind, or that the other monster she’s falling in love with is all part of his devious plan. Welcome to the
world of Jack McShane, a blue-eyed vampire who knows how crazy things can get–once you get a little taste
for blood.
Explosive Revenge - Maggie K. Black 2022-09-27
A ruthless enemy is out for vengeance... and it's up to a K-9 team to stop him Sergeant Tyson Wilkes is
determined to protect his Rocky Mountain K-9 Unit--especially against an unknown assailant with a taste
for explosives. Fortunately, Denver detective Skylar Morgan has the toughness and smarts to help Tyson
and K-9 Echo find answers...even if she's stepping into the crosshairs with them. But can they disarm this
volatile killer before the next bomb goes off? From Love Inspired Suspense: Courage. Danger. Faith. Rocky
Mountain K-9 Unit Book 1: Detection Detail by Terri Reed Book 2: Ready to Protect by Valerie Hansen Book
3: Hiding in Montana by Laura Scott Book 4: Undercover Assignment by Dana Mentink Book 5: Defending
from Danger by Jodie Bailey Book 6: Tracking a Killer by Elizabeth Goddard Book 7: Explosive Revenge by
Maggie K. Black Book 8: Rescue Mission by Lynette Eason
A Woman's Revenge - E.N. Joy 2013-04-01
Three prolific Urban Christian authors have teamed up in this anthology that proves revenge isn't always so
sweet. Musik Jalice Carter is in love. The only problem is that she doesn't believe the man is in love with
her. What makes it even worse is that the man is her husband. Musik really starts to doubt his love for her
when she uncovers secrets on his social networking page. Having given that man 15 years of her life, Musik
is not going to walk away without getting answers, and more importantly, without getting revenge. Sabrina
Rogers is devastated when she finds out that the man of her dreams has another woman. She's mortified
when she discovers it's her mother! At odds for years, mother and daughter finally settle their differences
to join forces against Blake Harrison. Revenge never tasted so sweet as they team up to put this player out
of commission for good. But after the dirty deed is done, will forgiveness and faith be enough to keep their
relationship together? Where do broken hearts go? If you're Tamera Watson, you go to the pawn shop to
buy a gun. Tamera's husband is gone and so is her life savings. With the last of her pennies, she pays a
private detective to hunt him down—so she can gun him down. When she finds him, will she be able to pull
the trigger, or will the God of her heart stop her before she lets her desire for revenge take her too far?
Dying for Revenge - Eric Jerome Dickey 2008
Hit man Gideon traverses a steamy criminal underworld to confront the most challenging adversary of his
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career.
A Taste of Old Revenge - B. R. Stateham 2022-01-23
Homicide detectives Turner Hahn and Frank Morales are at it again. This time they have two homicide
cases, which may or may not wind up being connected. One case involves the death of a university
professor, murdered in a highly secure computer complex. No one knows what happened, or has a clue as
of who the killer might be. The second case involves the murder of a gigolo, with a seemingly endless
number of suspects. Soon, the detectives discover they are being followed. With the FBI interested in the
case, Mossad agents in town and members of a secretive organisation known as Odessa also involved,
Turner and Frank have their hands full. Filled with murder, mayhem, twists and turns, A Taste for Old
Revenge is the second book in B.R. Stateham's Turner Hahn And Frank Morales Crime Mysteries series.
A Taste of Paradise - Elizabeth Lennox 2017-10-02
Club Revenge - J. M. Dabney 2016-05-10
A family forged in battle. Amora Medina-Jackyl knew one thing well-vengeance. She'd inflicted pain without
mercy to those who deserved the punishment. She'd lived by one motto her entire existence-- family was to
be protected above all else. An ancient cult murdered her parents and siblings when she was little more
than a child. The Order of Angelus hadn't understood the Hell they'd brought down on themselves that one
brutal night. Amora was many things in her four centuries. A daughter and a sister, a mother, yet she was
best known as a killer. When she finally meets her end, Amora will have hundreds, maybe thousands of lives
to answer for. Her only wish is to find one moment of peace. She denies her need as much as she fights to
protect it. When the one woman who can bring her serenity comes into her life: can Amora destroy century
old walls to let her in? Lies and conspiracies tear at the fabric of sanity-of what's right. Can truths come to
light that change the reality of a family who's known only the taste of revenge and loss?
Robert B. Parker's Revenge Tour - Mike Lupica 2022-05-03
Robert B. Parker's PI Sunny Randall's newest case hits close to home in ways she never expected in her
latest thrilling investigation. PI Sunny Randall owes a favor. Her landlord and former client, famous novelist
Melanie Joan Hall, is being threatened and blackmailed, and it is up to Sunny and her best friend Spike to
ensure her protection. But as Sunny looks into the identity of Melanie Joan’s stalker, she learns that much
of the author’s past is a product of her amazing imagination, and her loyalty to her old friend is challenged
as she searches for the truth. At the same time, Sunny springs into action when her aging ex-cop father,
Phil, is threatened by a shady lawyer with a desire to settle an old score. Fighting crimes on two fronts,
Sunny must use all of her savvy, and the help of her friends, in order to protect those she loves. And one
thing is for sure with both of these cases: this time, it’s personal.
Vexed - J. C. Fox 2007-08
Humour me. Ask yourself these questions: what would you do if your interest, your passion, crossed a line?
If that passion became an obsession? If you lost control of your logic, and reality started to blur, just a little,
around the edges? What happens when you have had enough, when rage overtakes reason, when you
imagine that the taste of revenge would be a sweet, cold dish? What if your ideas of honour, justice and
revenge are based on the ancient Japanese world of the samurai? What happens when you are pushed too
far, and the answer to your need for justice is not one that you would have considered before..before your
passion became so all-consuming? Billie is a seemingly unremarkable and unprepossessing woman, living in
a world that seems sometimes to ask too much and give too little. This is what she feels, and this is what
she does to tilt the world back into balance. Now ask yourself this: would you, could you, do the same?
A Taste of His Own Medicine - Linda Fawke 2016-11-05
How long can the desire for revenge last? Kate Shaw, a successful pharmacist, goes to a thirty-year reunion
at her old university and uses the weekend to settle some old scores. Her main target is her ex-lover,
Jonathan. She decides to scar him for life as he scarred her. Her bizarre plan works but he shocks her with
his strange, unwanted reaction. What is the unexpected link between Jonathan and Kate's husband? What is
the significance of the 'Love Bite' photograph? What hold does Jonathan have over Kate? Revenge is never
simple. A darkly humorous story of love, lust, loss and vengeance.
Night and the Cat - Alan Adler 2007-12
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NOIR REBORN! Los Angeles, 1945. Meet Charlie Dawson-an ex-con with a single goal-break with the past
or die. Charlie Dawson spent World War II behind bars. Now he's back to face old friends and demonsArthur Main, father figure and cold-blooded killer, Teresa Cruz, Charlie's ex-lover, now Main's personal
property, and Sarah, a wounded mountain lion with a taste for revenge. Night and the Cat takes you from
the old Hollywood jungle, its kings and fringe-dwellers, to the towering Sierras on one man's quest for
redemption in the hands of nature.
The Perfect Revenge - Lutishia Lovely 2015-05-26
Includes reading group guide discussion questions.
A Taste of Revenge (Post Apocalyptic Fiction) - Laurèn Lee 2019-05-03
Sometimes, all you need is a taste. . . In the epic conclusion of the Tainted Life Series , Lexa must risk
everything to save herself and those she loves most. When she learns a shocking truth about her family,
everything she once knew comes crashing down. Lexa once thought the apocalypse was her greatest
obstacle, but it turns out, man is much more lethal. Can Lexa finally put the darkness behind her? Or, will
she succumb to the depths of the end of the world?
A Reputation For Revenge - Jennie Lucas 2013-02-19
Greek billionaire's baby revenge: "His mistress ... Working for Nikos Stavrakis was exhilarating--until one
night, when he made love to Anna ... His baby ... Anna believes Nikos is unfaithful, and flees. Nine months
later, she is left nursing a tiny baby ... His wife?Nikos is furious when he discovers Anna's taken his son. He
vows to seek retribution! He will make Anna his bride, and teach her who's boss!"--Publisher.
Orwell's Revenge - Peter Huber 2015-06-30
In alternating chapters of fiction and nonfiction, Huber turns the computer against Orwell's words,
reimagining Orwell's 1984 from the computer's point of view, interpolating Huger's own explanations and
arguments.
Trust - Elias L. Khalil 2003
This is a collection of 36 articles on trust, dating from 1977 to 2001, presented in two volumes.
A Taste of Old Revenge - B.R. Stateham 2022-01-10
Homicide detectives Turner Hahn and Frank Morales are at it again. This time they have two homicide
cases, which may or may not wind up being connected. One case involves the death of a university
professor, murdered in a highly secure computer complex. No one knows what happened, or has a clue as
of who the killer might be. The second case involves the murder of a gigolo, with a seemingly endless
number of suspects. Soon, the detectives discover they are being followed. With the FBI interested in the
case, Mossad agents in town and members of a secretive organisation known as Odessa also involved,
Turner and Frank have their hands full. Filled with murder, mayhem, twists and turns, A Taste for Old
Revenge is the second book in B.R. Stateham's Turner Hahn And Frank Morales Crime Mysteries series.
1000 Years for Revenge - Peter Lance 2009-03-17
1000 Years for Revenge is a groundbreaking investigative work that uncovers startling evidence of how the
FBI missed dozens of opportunities to stop the attacks of September 11, dating back to 1989. Awardwinning journalist Peter Lance explains how an elusive al Qaeda mastermind defeated the entire American
security system in what the author calls "the greatest failure of intelligence since the Trojan Horse."
Threading the stories of FBI agent Nancy Floyd, FDNY fire marshal Ronnie Bucca, and bomb-maker Ramzi
Yousef, Lance uncovers the years of behind-the-scenes intrigue that put these three strangers on a collision
course. An unparalleled work of investigative reporting and masterful storytelling, 1000 Years for Revenge
will change forever the way we look at the FBI and the war on terror in the twenty-first century.
The Jumbie God's Revenge - Tracey Baptiste 2019-09-03
Thunder rumbles, lightning strikes, danger appears . . . When an out-of-season hurricane sweeps through
Corinne’s seaside village, Corinne knows it’s not an ordinary storm. At first Corinne believes Mama D’Leau,
the powerful and cruel jumbie who rules the ocean, has caused the hurricane. Then an even more ferocious
storm wrecks the island, sending villagers fleeing their houses for shelter in the mountains, and Corinne
discovers the storms weren’t caused by a jumbie, but by the angry god Huracan. Now Corinne, with the
help of her friends and even some of her enemies, must race against time to find out what has angered
Huracan and try to fix it before her island home is destroyed forever. The Jumbie God’s Revenge blends
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Caribbean and West African tales to present powerful themes of community and heroism in a heartpounding action adventure.
A Taste for Vengeance - Martin Walker 2019-06-25
Another delightful installment in the internationally acclaimed series featuring Chief of Police Bruno: When
a British tourist fails to turn up for a luxurious cooking vacation in the idyllic village in the south of France
that Bruno Courrèges calls home, the chief of police is quickly on the case. Monika Felder is nowhere to be
found, and her husband, a retired British general, is unreachable. Not long after Bruno discovers that
Monika was traveling with a mysterious Irishman with a background in intelligence, the two turn up dead.
Was she running away? How much does her husband really know? Meanwhile, the star of the girls’ rugby
team is pregnant, jeopardizing her chances of being named to the French national squad. Bruno’s search
for the truth in both cases leads him in some unexpected directions—but as ever, he and his friends find
time along the way to savor the culinary delights of the region.
Sweet Taste of Revenge - Mary Ellis 2019-02-01
Private investigator Kate Weller must confront her troubled past and clear her brother’s name in the
second gripping Marked for Retribution mystery. When a wealthy socialite is found dead on her luxury
yacht, her daughter Lainey hires Kate Weller to investigate. Agnes Westin created plenty of enemies during
her climb to the top of society, many with a taste for revenge – but did any of them feel strongly enough to
kill her? But Kate has another reason altogether for returning to Pensacola, Florida, the only town she has
ever called home. Her brother Liam has spent the past sixteen years in jail for his part in a robbery
homicide – and unless Kate uncovers the truth of what really happened that day, she will never be safe.
Now someone wants to make sure her repressed memories stay buried. Can Kate clear her brother’s name
before the real killer silences them both forever?
Obsession 3 - Treasure Hernandez 2015-02-24
Loving her boyfriend so much that she accepts blame when the police discover his drugs in her car,
pregnant teen Secret Miller resolves to exact revenge when she discovers that she is one of a long string of
girls he has betrayed. Original.
Beauty's Revenge - Gabrielle Charbonnet 1999
With the help of the Disney Girls, Isabelle decides to give her beastly neighbor, Kenny, a taste of her own
medicine.
Taste of Life - Sara Paretsky 2017-01-17
A classic short story of love, revenge, and appetite from New York Times bestselling author Sara Paretsky.
Daphne Raydor has an insatiable appetite. Overweight as she is, she always assumed she would never know
love. But meeting Jerry changes everything. Her appetite decreases. Her self-worth skyrockets. Then her
mother comes to visit. And everything changes again. But Daphne refuses to go back to her old life, and
now her appetite is for revenge... Taste of Life was previously included with the novel Brush Back. Get a
taste of Brush Back with an excerpt included here.
Obsession 2 - Treasure Hernandez 2013-11-01
Born and raised in Flint, Michigan, Secret Miller knows deep inside that she isn't cut out to live the ghetto
life her mother, Yolanda, has prepared for her. She realizes that her only way out of the neighborhood and
away from the watchful eyes of her mother is to be the first in her family to graduate from high school and
go to college. Although she plans to go far enough away to break free from the streets, Secret may need a
Plan B when her estranged father comes back into the picture. Secret is willing to forgive and forget the
fact that her father robbed her of being a daddy's girl by not being in her life. In fact, she welcomes him
with open arms. But when he sets her up for a fall in which the landing could break her very being, she
doesn't know if she'll ever be able to trust men again. Lucky has lost his best friend, Quick, who was
gunned down along with Quick's girlfriend, Tiffany. He can't help but to feel guilt and shame, considering
that near the end, Lucky hadn't been a very good friend. When Lucky meets Secret by chance, could she be
the one who makes him want to change his ways for the better, or will it be just the opposite, making
Secret turn from a good girl to straight-up hood?
Payback - Thane Rosenbaum 2013-04-10
We call it justice—the assassination of Osama bin Laden, the incarceration of corrupt politicians or
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financiers like Rod Blagojevich and Bernard Madoff, and the climactic slaying of cinema-screen villains by
superheroes. But could we not also call it revenge? We are told that revenge is uncivilized and immoral, an
impulse that individuals and societies should actively repress and replace with the order and codes of
courtroom justice. What, if anything, distinguishes punishment at the hands of the government from a
victim’s individual desire for retribution? Are vengeance and justice really so very different? No, answers
legal scholar and novelist Thane Rosenbaum in Payback: The Case for Revenge—revenge is, in fact,
indistinguishable from justice. Revenge, Rosenbaum argues, is not the problem. It is, in fact, a perfectly
healthy emotion. Instead, the problem is the inadequacy of lawful outlets through which to express it. He
mounts a case for legal systems to punish the guilty commensurate with their crimes as part of a societal
moral duty to satisfy the needs of victims to feel avenged. Indeed, the legal system would better serve the
public if it gave victims the sense that vengeance was being done on their behalf. Drawing on a wide range
of support, from recent studies in behavioral psychology and neuroeconomics, to stories of vengeance and
justice denied, to revenge practices from around the world, to the way in which revenge tales have
permeated popular culture—including Hamlet, The Godfather, and Braveheart—Rosenbaum demonstrates
that vengeance needs to be more openly and honestly discussed and lawfully practiced. Fiercely argued and
highly engaging, Payback is a provocative and eye-opening cultural tour of revenge and its rewards—from
Shakespeare to The Sopranos. It liberates revenge from its social stigma and proves that vengeance is
indeed ours, a perfectly human and acceptable response to moral injury. Rosenbaum deftly persuades us to
reconsider a misunderstood subject and, along the way, reinvigorates the debate on the shape of justice in
the modern world.
A Taste of Revenge - Mercy Jane Ballesteros 2017-10-29
"If only I could hate her more than I should've had. I should've never trusted her. If I had known she would
become a traitor in the end. She feigned innocence all along."Dark secrets, hidden lies and envy broke the
bond of two successful entrepreneurs and caused a woman to lose all that she had. A modern-day story of
passion, love and betrayal.
Spider's Revenge - Jennifer Estep 2011-09-27
The fifth book in the “outstanding” (Romantic Times) Elemental Assassin fantasy series featuring Gin Blaco,
who by day is a waitress at a Tennessee BBQ joint, and by night is a tough female assassin. Old habits die
hard for assassins. And I plan on murdering someone before the night is through. Killing used to be my
regular gig, after all. Gin Blanco, aka the Spider, assassin-for-hire. And I was very, very good at it. Now, I’m
ready to make the one hit that truly matters: Mab Monroe, the dangerous Fire elemental who murdered my
family when I was thirteen. Oh, I don’t think the mission will be easy, but turns out it’s a bit more
problematic than expected. The bitch knows I’m coming for her. So now I’m up against the army of lethal
bounty hunters Mab hired to track me down. She also put a price on my baby sister’s head. Keeping Bria
safe is my first priority. Taking Mab out is a close second. Good thing I’ve got my powerful Ice and Stone
magic—and my irresistible lover, Owen Grayson—to watch my back. This battle has been years in the
making, and there’s a good chance I won’t survive. But if I’m going down, then Mab’s coming with me . . .
no matter what I have to do to make that happen.
Burke's Revenge - William F. Brown 2020-09-07
Bob Burke is back... again. After his recent adventures in Burke's War and Burke's Gamble, all this former
sniper, Army Ranger, and Delta Force commander wants is to settle down on his North Carolina farm and
let Iraq, Afghanistan, and his recent 'dustups' with the Chicago and New York mobs fade away like bad
memories. But sometimes you go looking for trouble, and sometimes trouble comes looking for you. When a
home-grown ISIS cell strikes the Special Operations leadership inside Fort Bragg itself, in Delta's own
backyard, it's time for some serious payback and a taste of revenge. Undersized, underestimated, and now
a telecommunications company executive, he is often dismissed as simply the "phone guy," but as his
former Delta sergeants will attest, whether he's carrying a .50-caliber Barrett sniper rifle, a tactical knife,
or just his bare hands, he is one of the most lethal killing machines the US Government ever produced.
When C-4 takes out a close friend and one of their own, it falls to the 'Merry Men of Sherwood Forest' -Bob Burke, Ace Randall, a female CID agent, the Geeks, a maverick helicopter pilot, and a large pit-cat to
even the score before the terrorists strike an even more important US military target only 200 miles away.
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If you like a good action-adventure suspense novel, put this fast-moving Delta Force thriller in your Cart.
It's another military best seller from the author of The Undertaker, Amongst My Enemies, Thursday at
Noon, Aim True, My Brothers, Winner Lose All, and The Cold War Trilogy. Whether you're looking for a
good beach book, something to get you through a long plane flight, or something to take the chill off a cold
winter night, grab a copy and see for your self. You can check them out on my web site. And enjoy!
The Earl's Revenge - Barbara Cartland 2012-08-14
Robert Lyndon, heir apparent to a dukedom and newly spurned lover is desperate to save face amongst the
young dandies and court ladies of Regency London society. Handsome, wealthy and decorated for his
bravery in the army fighting for King and country, Robert is recognised as one of the most eligible
bachelors in Society. Yet despite his success with the ladies, it seems that he cannot find the perfect
wife.Beautiful Rania Temple is living in impoverished gentility in the country. Away from the fashions and
trends of the city, she is devoted to her family home and much loved horses. The only stain on her
otherwise perfect landscape is a serious lack of money, without which she stands to loses all she holds dear.
A chance meeting sees them join forces to enter a deception that will benefit both of their needs. But are
they capable of pulling off a charade that will fool everyone from Harry, Rania's beloved brother, to the
leader of the Beau Monde, the Prince Regent himself? As a tangled web of deceit is spun around the couple,
it seems that Robert is not the only player in this game with a taste for revenge.
Revenge - Yoko Ogawa 2013-01-29
"It's not just Murakami but also the shadow of Borges that hovers over this mesmerizing book... [and] one
may detect a slight bow to the American macabre of E.A. Poe. Ogawa stands on the shoulders of giants, as
another saying goes. But this collection may linger in your mind -- it does in mine -- as a delicious,
perplexing, absorbing and somehow singular experience." -- Alan Cheuse, NPR Sinister forces collide---and
unite a host of desperate characters---in this eerie cycle of interwoven tales from Yoko Ogawa, the critically
acclaimed author of The Housekeeper and the Professor. An aspiring writer moves into a new apartment
and discovers that her landlady has murdered her husband. Elsewhere, an accomplished surgeon is
approached by a cabaret singer, whose beautiful appearance belies the grotesque condition of her heart.
And while the surgeon's jealous lover vows to kill him, a violent envy also stirs in the soul of a lonely
craftsman. Desire meets with impulse and erupts, attracting the attention of the surgeon's neighbor---who
is drawn to a decaying residence that is now home to instruments of human torture. Murderers and
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mourners, mothers and children, lovers and innocent bystanders---their fates converge in an ominous and
darkly beautiful web. Yoko Ogawa's Revenge is a master class in the macabre that will haunt you to the last
page. An NPR Best Book of 2013
A Taste of Honey - Darren Coleman 2009-10-13
Honey Height learned early in life that her beauty and bedroom prowess are powerful, almost beyond her
control. Forced by events that leave her to fend for herself as a teenager, she evolves into a money-hungry
vixen as an adult. Using her physical attributes to lead a suspect lifestyle, Honey treats men like toys—good
for a while, but always disposable. That is until she meets handsome and charismatic Khalil Graves, an upand-coming filmmaker who's desperately trying to escape the demons of his painful childhood. Already
engaged, Khalil can't seem to shake his attraction to Honey. What he doesn't realize is that he's a pawn in
Honey's plan for revenge. Honey's attempt at vengeance quickly unravels, complicated by her possible
involvement in a murder and a devious plot to score a payday lucrative enough to free her from her
unsavory lifestyle. In A Taste of Honey, Essence bestselling author Darren Coleman delivers another
sizzling, drama-filled tale that is sure to take his reputation for delivering page-turners to another level.
A Taste for Revenge - Patrice Michelle 2004-07
A Taste for Revenge By Patrice Michelle Revenge is a dish best served cold. No one knows this better than
Jacqueline (Jax) Markson. Ever since she can remember, her father has spoken of revenge-revenge against
all vampires. When his wife died after giving birth to Jax, John Markson blamed the vampire who'd bitten
his pregnant wife for his loss and he dedicated his life to ridding the world of all vampires. After Jax's
vampire-hunter father is viciously killed, she takes up the reins where he left off. Her first order of
business: take out the vampire who killed her father. Ian (The Enforcer) Mordoor has a job to do. Before he
can take over the Bruen vampire clan's leadership position, Ian vows to hunt down Drace, the rogue
vampire who brutally killed a human vampire hunter named John Markson. What Ian doesn't expect to find
during his quest is his vampire mate.
Crying Freeman - Kazuo Koike 1996-02-08
"One of the most erotic installments in the Crying Freeman saga! Crying Freeman is in the clutches of the
secret Cult of the Bear, a menace to all Japan! Can he foil their plan to replace him with an exact double?
To deceive even his beloved wife, the cult leaders employ a beautiful former nemesis to unlock Freeman's
most intimate sexual secrets..."--back cover.
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